Solid phase ELISA for determination of the virus dose dependent sensitivity of human cytomegalovirus to antiviral drugs in vitro.
The main problems in determining the true in vivo susceptibility of human cytomegalovirus (CMV) to antiviral compounds are the influence of the size of the viral inoculum, the variation in the replication capacity of different CMV strains and the subjective evaluation of the inhibition of viral growth in the plaque assay. In this study, a specific assay was developed which reproducibly determines the sensitivity of primary isolates of CMV. The assay includes simultaneous virus titration and determination of the antiviral sensitivity. When individual virus doses were evaluated, the IC50 was generally dependent on the virus dose, except for resistant isolates, where the IC50 did not change irrespective of the dose of virus. The novel method of IC50 calculation takes into account all values derived from the linear part of the inhibition curve. This may better reflect the in vivo conditions, where the antiviral drug encounters different amounts of virus in different organs. Two human fibroblast-derived cell lines showed similar results.